


"7 years of being almost ready" is a collection of poetry 
featured during my Poetry of the Day (POTD) release in 

May of 2018, on my platform Spoken Visions. These 
poems, many of which were previously unreleased, are 
archived from the time I started to write poetry 7 years 
ago. They represent the journey I’ve had as a writer, a 
poet and a young creator. I first took on this project for 

the sake of creating and releasing content but it soon 
became a testament to my progresst while also 

highlighting my setbacks. I had hidden these poems in 
my notes for so many years, hoping a time would  come 

where I would feel good or talented enough to release 
them. Recognizing this as a habit that needed to be 

broken, I decided to take on this project of sharing one 
poem every day for 31 days. It was a difficult challenge 
considering my diminished commitment to the project, 

resulting in incomplete illustrations throughout and even 
missing a day of posting. Despite it all, I was finally able 
to put these pieces into one document. This is not meant 

to be a chapbook, in any sense; it is simply a collection 
of a body of my work that was — in hindsight — always 

ready to be shared.

Liz Clarke
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I’ve been persuaded to say my last words

before graves have even called me home

I’ve tried to build kingdoms without the King,

castles without a foundation

and chase visions I have not been granted access to see

I have tried to speed after time

like he’s stolen my child for ransom

I’ve sped against the weight of

being too early for today

and I won’t even try and slow down

This is the same plague

our youth have embraced

of skipping childhood first

in hopes that later on they will

get the chance to play

That’s the thing about longevity

it spans as long as

it’s tolls are paid

Longevity
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I have met myself only in mirrors

Not sure if today I’ll meet

The person who speaks to me most

in the night when daytime

threatens to take my drive

I find I have to remind myself

that I am still young to finally fall asleep

My old age mocks me,

knocks in my heads,

weighs like fragile pounds on my vision

I can’t keep my eyes shut

when rest asks for me

I still envy

numb nerves

blank canvas’

and blurry desert eagles

distanced in skies away from surfaces

that only know boundaries

Longevity 
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I do not want to  be able to scout lavish possessions

but not the wilting hearts in my friends

Be able to count expenses but not seeds I have planted

What have I not given meaning to

that deserves to be

crowned in jewels and stained gold

Instead of poverty’s cuffs taunting me

in generational garments and emblems made out to my maiden

My mother knows only to pass on her past to her children

It serves as my constant reminder

to devalue

cherished trusts in villages

and renounce my own will to  build

my legacy

from mounds of dust

Longevity 
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